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Sfudenfs Back
Provincial Tag
By Dennis Hale
"Provincialism" and "apathy" permeate Tacoma's northend campus, according to an article in the April Seattle magazine. Many University of Puget Sound students agree.
Entitled "Why Would Anyone
Want To Live in Tacoma,"
Charles T. Michener's article contracts the fall of the City of Destiny with the rise of Seattle. In
addition to a paragraph on UPS
there are two quotes about Tacoma by professors Leroy Ostransky and John Prins.

general rapport among students,
no particular pride in any general
thing that unifies students." Goman added: "Students groups operate as small, independent factions that don't coalesce into
something that makes a university."

Tamcinciwas
Next Week
The 1966 Tarnanawas will have
a new look this year. Each cover
has been individually hand painted by the Sister University Committee in Japan. The yearbook
will be dedicated to Kiti-Kushu
University with the theme of the
book "to each his own."
The Tamanawa.s will be handed
out May 26, the Thursday before
finals. Doug Smith, the 1966 editor of the Tamanawas, has asked
everyone to pick up his copy before school is out as no yearbooks
will he mailed to seniors or transfer students this year.

Concerning UPS the article
said: "Genuine dissatisfactions
abound, however, and those Tacomans who are most vocal about
them are recent transplants from
the East, now perhaps teaching at
UPS or working for Weyerhaeuser. 'Provincialism' and 'apathy'
about national and local issues
are frequently charged against
students at the private, Methorust-supported university a n d,
says the young instructor, 'the
only excuse is that they just reflect the community.'"
Earlier in the article Ostransky
is quoted as saying: "I like Tacoma because it's such a nothing
town. This gives it a real charm."
Prins offers the following theory on Tacoma: "Many great cities
have had the good fortune of a big
fire. Seattle and San Francisco,
are, you know, really proud of
theirs—those fires gave them a
chance to rebuild. Think how different Pacific Avenue might be if
we'd had that same chance."
Pete Buechel agreed with the
charge that UPS was 'provincial':
"It has been true to a high degree
and unless many of the proposals
now being brought forth, such as
a new academic program, are
passed, it will remain so." Buechel continued: "But the university, despite the administration,
has been steadily making progress
away from provincialism."
Bob Sprague said he "didn't
think it reflects the community
at all, the university is so apathetic it is incapable of reflecting
a community or anything. UPS
is located in the provinces," said
Sprague, "but its not provincial."
"We pace our activities with Tacoma, rather than Tacoma with
us," said Layne Alexander.
"Apathy prevails because the
student body is uninformed and
generally excluded from real participation," said Bob Garlett.
"UPS is provincial in some of its
organization but the student body
is contemporary," he concluded.
Tom Gomari cautioned: "The
statement reflects a problem all
universities appear to have, with
few minor exceptions, there is no

DR. FRANKLIN THOMPSON receives Distinguished Service
Award from Col. Carl Peterson, commander of the university
AFROTC Corp, for his outstanding support of the AFROTC
program the past 15 years.

Low ne Takes Leave
Walter E. Lowrie, Western
Civilization and European history
professor, has been granted a
leave of absence to studs for his
doctorate at Syracuse University
next year.
An invitation has been extended to Lowrie to teach a course in
Western Civilization at Syracuse's University College, which
is their center for adult education.
In addition, he will hold a teaching assistantship while completing his program of study.
Lowrie started teaching at the
University of Puget Sound in
1960 after receiving his master's
degree from the University of

Library Sets Hours
For Exam Period
The UPS Library will be open
the following hours during examination period according to Desmond Taylor, library director:
Thurs., May 26-7:45 am. 11 p.m.
Fri.:, May 27-7:45 am. - 10
p.m.
Sat., May 28-9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun., May 29-10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Mon., May 30-8 am-il p.m.
Tues., May 31-8 am-il p.m.
Wed., June 1-8 am-li p.m.
Thurs., June 2-8 am-il p.m.
Fri., June 3-8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Washington. He did his undergraduate work at UPS, graduating in 1958.
The duration for a leave of absence is normally one year, but
may be extended to two years,
and which is usually necessary to
complete a Ph.D.
While at UPS, Lowrie was a
member of Mu Sigma Delta, the
highest scholastic honorary at this
university. In addition he has
published several short articles
and has written the preface to a
book, Leschi of the Nisquallies.

Greek Handed
New Ulti atum
By Sid Glutz
The Faculty Senate overwhelmingly adopted a resolution Monday afternoon establishing a deadline of September,
1967 by which time all fraternities and sororities would be
compelled to secure guarantees from their national organizations allowing them to pledge and initiate members free from
the restraints of prohibitory clauses, "gentleman's agreements" or informal pressure.
The resolution stated:
"All fraternal organizations
at the University of Puget
Sound, by September, 1967, will
have complete freedom to select their pledges and members
without any limitations whatsoever based on race, creed,
color, or national origin. Any
groups unable to secure the
above privileges from their national organization will not be
able to participate in rush."
The faculty action came at the
request of Committee X of the
Social Concerns Seminar and the
unanimous approval of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee. The faculty adopted a similar resolution in November, 1964
which condemned alleged descrimination at the university but
placed no deadline for compliance.
After discussion of the proposal
the resolution was approved, with
Dean Richard D. Smith and Prof.
Ellery Capen voting against the
measure. Mary Curran. dean of
women, abstained, claiming that
in the sororities on campus descrimination did not exist.
Two grotesqueries resulted from
the voting. In light of Dean
Smith's claims that all of the fraternities do have disclaimers
(though some are ambiguous), his
negative vote seems to run counter to expressed administration
policies and affirmations. Dean
Smith stated that adequate information has been received from
the fraternities to indicate that
there are no national requirements on the local organizations
which limit their membership
selection.
Smith criticized those who imply that the administration has
not been adamant in seeking full
autonomy for UPS groups. Mrs.
Curren's vote was strange in that
she supported the above measure
when it was under discussion in
the Student - Faculty Relations

Committee.
Prof. Albertson spoke for the
resolution and noted that the
composition of Committee X includes fraternity members "who
are anxious that their organizations enter the Twentieth Century."
The 1967 deadline was included
to allow the local fraternities and
sororities to affirm their status
with the national organizations
which, in some instances, may require action by biennial national
conventions.
It is the feeling of this reporter
that what is now needed is a general student-faculty hearing dealing with UPS fraternities and sororities. This hearing would hopefully have two areas of inquiryan examination of the letters
guaranteeing the freedom of action of all fraternal and sorority
groups, and a general hearing attempting to assess reports of discrimination on campus.

70200 Budget
Clears Committee
The proposed 1966-67 General
ASB Budget cleared Finance
Committee and was presented last
Tuesday to Central Board members.
The following list gives the
amount requested by each department and the amount granted
by Finance Committee:
Departments

Request Proposed
1,500
1.605
1,131.50
2,730
3,000
2,965
2,850
900
1,200
500
1,000
5,080
125
3,777
350
1,050
7,500
13,000
aD
19.500

Men's I.M.
1,525
W RA
1,605
A WS
1,131.50
Drama
3,255
Forensics
4,100
Music
2,965
Central Board
2.975
Rall y
1.051
C F C
1.300
Varsity Show
500
Homecoming
1,000
Salaries
5,080
Mortar Board
125
ASB Publications
4,087
M UN
500
Convention & Travel 1 1 050
Trail
7,650
Tamanawas
13,000
Class of 1970
50
A & L
19,500
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(1906- 1966)

An Historian of the Noblest Order
Who scrutinized the Cold War,
Persian cults and maple trees
Alike with a poet's empathy
and a sculptor's eye for detail.
Who won the warm respect of
Six year olds on red bicycles
And fifty-six year olds
On the crest of achievement.
Who made others laugh
To cover a passionate concern
For all he touched and for Mankind.
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RIDE THE ASTROJET FOR HALF FARE,
BUT FIRST PURCHASE YOUR ¶3 ID CARD
Editor's Note: Roger Ebert, former editor of
the Daily Illini at the University of Illinois,
wrote this spoof for The Collegiate Press
Service.

"Effective January 27, anybody 12
through 21 can ride an Astrojet for half
fare . . . To qualify for the fare, all you
have to do is prove you're at least 12 years
of age but under 22 years, and to purchase
a $3 identification card."—Advertisement.

*

*

*

"Next, please."
"Uh, I'd, uh, like to fly to, us, San Francisco? One of those half price deals for us
college kids under 217
"You don't look 21 to me. You look
about 23."
"Well, yeah, I guess I do look old for
my age. Like a lot of times I get served
in a bar, you know, without showing my
I.D. card. I mean, without being asked for
my I.D. card."
"That's another thing; to participate in
our new program you must have an I.D.
card."
"Great. You can put down I'm 19."
"Do you have any identification?"
"Identification?"
"We can't give you an I.D. card without
identification."
"Oh. Well . . . yeah, I've got identification."

"Can we see it?"
"See it-Oh, yeah, sure. There's this thing,
though. It's fixed."
lxeu.
"Yeah. It—uh--says I'm 23. So I can get
served. You know the bit."
"Well then how can you say you're 19
when your identification says you're 23?"
"Look, man, who bothers to be 23 anymore except us 19-year-olds? Use your head."
"Birth certificate?"
"Courthouse burned down."
"Well, give us three bucks then and you
can have a card."
"Can I pay by Diner's Club?"
"Diner's Club? You have to be 25 to
get a Diner's Club card."
"Yeah? Well, it's not in my name but I
pay the bill, see? It's in my brother-in-law's
name."
"How old is he?"
"Nineteen. But I got it for him by pretending to be 25. Since it's in his name."
"Right. Then sign here."
"Thanks a lot, I mean I really appreciate
this."
"Glad to be of service. There's only one
thing."
"One thing?"
"We aren't permitted by law to serve
alcoholic drinks to minors in flight."
"Hell, man, that's okay. I got I.D."

Letters to the Editor
Letter to the Erlitor:
In a recent article in the monthly magazine Seattle the University of Puget Sound was blasted
for having an attitude of "Provincialism and Apathy." In a
large measure this is true, for
many of the students are here
just to put in their four years
and receive a diploma. Perhaps
one of the reasons that many of
the students feel this way is the
fact that many of the faculty are
themselves so apathetic that they
fail to challenge and stimulate the
students to higher ranges of intellectual achievement. In short,
like many students, many members of the faculty have found
a secure niche from which to
watch the world move by and
they see little reason to move
out of this comfortable niche.
In one way the students here
at UPS are indeed fortunate for

there is a small group of the
faculty that by their own personal motovation continue to
build upon the already proud
and proven foundation of UPS.
It is true that great strides have
been made in the past, but since
it is not the past that we live
in, we wish to thank this small
group, that not only for themselves but also for many of their
more complacent colleagues, have
shouldered the burden of moving
UPS into the twentieth century.
Among this group on the faculty
that we wish to thank for challenging us toward higher goals
in the future stand such names
as the Albertson's, the Magee's,
the Simonson's, the Bock's, the
Sinclair's, the Roger's and the
other individuals of this type.
Sadly enough however, one
member of this group has been
overlooked not only by the stu-

dents and community but by
many of the faculty itself. This
individual is Carl H. Peterson,
Lt. Colonel, United States Air
Force, who for the past five years
has served as Professor of Aerospace studies. Few individuals realize that under his direction the
Air Force ROTC program on this
campus has changed from a babysitting service with gold bars as a
final reward to a challenging program that provides an outstanding
training course for future Air
Force Officers. In this thankless
capacity Colonel Peterson and
his outstanding staff of officers
and NCO's have indeed shown
that change and progression are
both necessary and possible. In
addition they have provided an
excellent example to the other
scholastic departments to show
that they must not only improve
but continue to improve as well.

The New Left, is it reactionary or revolutionary? How
valid are its grievances? Does it perform any function other
than constantly attack society as totally rotten? The following article by Jim Westwood of the Portland State College
Vanguard touches upon some of these questions. - f.d.h.

*

*

*

*

*

*

In Renaissance times young men would travel throughout Europe, stopping their journeys for a year or two at
Oxford, Poitiers, Base!, or some other great university. After
a period of study and inquiry, they would pack up and leave
for the next university and a similar period of study. These
transient students were true scholars, and their role in spreading the ideas of the Renaissance was an important one.
Today in the United States there exist at least several
hundred transient students. They have no roots, but instead
they travel the countryside, pausing at one college or another for anywhere from a term to a year or more.
They come not to learn so much as to air their beefs
against society. Their dogma is a neo-nihilist idea that everything in our society is rotten—so rotten that the leaders of
the whole mess (college officials in particular), must, for the
good of mankind, cease to wield power.
Today's transient students are called dissenters, their
cause is called the New Left, and they are as much like the
scholars of old as a raven is like a writing desk.
Take as a case in point one Mario Savio, a former head
of Berkeley's Free Speech Movement. His college transcript
spans the country from New York to California. Savio has
left Berkeley and is now "studying" - in England.
How Savio was able to organize and lead such successful
demonstrations is no mystery—he became a full-time dissenter and spared the university his presence as a student.
Mario Savio is not alone. There are scores of other traveling students, near-students and non-students who decided
by the end of their sophomore years that they knew how
things lay well enough to spend the rest of their college careers in demonstration rather than contemplation.
Of course there are hundreds of firmly rooted college
dissenters for every one who has itchy feet.
But these people are seldom heard from, probably because they lack the aura of newness and strangeness that their
wandering counterparts exude. It's hard to rally a demonstration around John Doe when it's known locally that John was
on academic suspension last year and that he's been caught
stealing sandwiches from the school cafeteria.
Just what does the nouvelle gauche stand for? Its leaders the the least sure of anyone, but perhaps a decent resume
can be found in the pages of Spider, a wild-eyed new magazine
published by some non-students at Berkeley.
Its editors say their publication derived its name from
the initials of the things the magazine is dedicated to: Sex,
Politics, International Communism, Drugs, Extremism, and
Rock'n roll. Tongue-in-cheek as that manifesto sounds, the
magazine does dwell on those topics, and New Leftists read
Spider as avidly as any capitalist ever read Fortune.
Whither the future of the New Left? By any rational
standards, a movement so barren of a basic philosophy stands
scant chance of enduring. But in today's academic caucus
race it seems fashionable for one to make a lot of noise while
accomplishing nothing in particular. The New Left has shown
itself admirably suited to attain that goal.
To you Colonel Peterson we Dear Dennis:
say thank you for the hours and
I wish to thank the UPS Sym.
hours of your time and indeed phonic Band for a rich experience
the quantities of yourself that in music last Wednesday at the
you have given us. In saying President's Concert. The evening
thank you we must also wish you was most enjoyable. What a pity
the best in you next assignment that many UPS students and facwhich we understand to be Viet ulty members were too busy to
Nam. Indeed UPS, the USAF, enjoy it with the lucky ones who
and AFROTC have benefitted by did attend!
your presence here.
Sincerely,
—A Concerned Observer
Karen Spence
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TRAIL LISTS TOP TEN CONTRIBUTIONS OF '65-66
Thomas Manning, the drama department put together four supurb performances: Thurber Car-

nival, Frosh One-Acts, Three by
Chekhov and Romeo and Juliet.
With continued growth the UPS
drama department could become

McCurdey, 7-Day Campus held
the first UPS Winter Carnival.
Future activities by 7-Day Campus should do much to eliminate
clanishness on the campus.
All-campus functions are one
of the most effective ways to unify

No. One - Central Board's anti-discrimination motion
No. Two - Dr. R. Franklin Thompson's building program
No. Three Dr. Lyle S. Shelmidine's teaching career
No. Four - The UPS drama department
No. Five - Brown & Haley Lectures with Kenneth
Boulding
No. Six - Public Affairs Forum and assorted lectures
No. Seven - 7-day Campus and the Winter Carnival
No. Eight - The UPS Concert Band
No. Nine - The UPS debate squad
No. Ten - The recently created Faculty Senate
one of the finest on the Pacific
Coast.

tures, 7-Day Campus, the UPS
Band, the UPS debate squad and
the Faculty Senate complete the
list.

academics. Many of the young

Two criteria dictated the selection of the ten most significant
contributions: 1) impact upon the
future academic excellence and intellectual atmosphere of the university, and 2) promotion of a
healthy diversity of campus activity.
Although the Trail devoted a
great deal of space to most of the
top ten contributions during the
school year, the coverage given
the event (in either the Tacoma
News Tribune or Trail, and the
general newsworthiness of the
event were not important. Critical
in the selection was the future
impact upon the total university.
The following are the top ten
contributions in their order of importance:
First
Central Board's antidiscrimination motion. The passage of the motion was the culmination of a dramatic series of
events which began with the creation of a social concerns seminar
group under Committee X. Jo
Baxter, spokesman for the Campus Faith Council group, was the
key personality in swaying a conservative Central Board.
The controversy, which began
with Dr. Thompson's policy letter
on discrimination, broke into the
open in the sixth edition of the
Trail with responses from the
NAACP, students and the editor.
The civil rights social concerns
group put the frosting on the cake
when it introduced an anti-discrimination motion at Central
Board. Two weeks of heated debate produced a close 8-7 victory.
The lengthy debate and close vote
over a mild anti-discrimination
motion illuminated the absurd
caution and conservativism of
many students on CB, particularly the leadershi.

professors with whom he had
formed friendships will continue
to fight for his high ideals. His
passing brought out the mercenary fact that it will require a
steeper salary schedule to bring
such academicians to the campus.
Four - Professional productions of the drama department.
Guided by a new director, Prof.

Five - Brown & Haley Lectures delivered by Kenneth E.
Boulding. Following in the wake
of names like John Kenneth Galbraith, Merle Curti, Howard
Mumford Jones and Henry Nash
Smith, Boulding constructed an
impressive series of lectures
touching economics, world peace
and ethics. The series is the result of 13 years of labor by Fred
Haley and Dr. Shelmidine. As
Dr. Thompson stated, the lectures
reflect the "intellectual stimulus
which a university offers to its
community" and "the support
which the university receives
from its community."
Six - Public Affairs Forum
and assorted campus lectures. A
fantastic array of speakers filed
past the UPS podium this year
headed by six headliners on the
Public Affairs Forum - Sen.
Wayne Morse, Dr. Charles 0.
Lerche, Dr. Robert Scalapino,
Dr. Frank Munk, Dr. Edward
Miles and Donald C. Bergus. Rev.
James Corson, Allen Watts, Giovani Costigan, Simeon Booker,
Dr. Walter Starkie, Dick Gregory, Carey McWilliams, Mark
Schorer, Tom Tiede and Sidney
Lens complete the list. Dr. Magee's God Talk and Dr. Ostransky's God Needs Jazz added local
flavor.
Seven - 7-Day Campus. Headed by salaried organizer Russ

EIGHT CENTRAL BOARD members proved that student government can do more than balance budgets when they approved
the anti-discrimination motion this winter.

REV. CORSON exposed the
playboy myth during his visit
at UPS.

the campus and spread friendships beyond living groups.
Eight - the University of
Puget Sound Band, directed by
Prof. Robert Taylor. Prof. Taylor
has organized an excellent concert
band on a campus that previously

THE SCIENCE COMPLEX,
milestone of Dr. Thompson's
administration, blossomed forth
this May with its steel girders.

GIOVANNI Costigan ranked
high on the list of academic
speakers at UPS this year.
had only a bare skeleton of a
band. Both of this year's band
concerts received many compliments. In building a band Taylor
had to strengthen the instrumental portion of a School of Music
known primarily for its vocal talents. The band promises to add
diversity to the UPS musical
stage in the future, and color to
home football games as well.
Nine - Prof. Jack Kingsley's
debate squad. This year's debate
squad enhanced the university's

reputation in forensics by 1) holding well-organized tournaments at
UPS for West Coast college and
high school students, and 2) competing effectively with larger universities that offer their debaters
scholarships.
Ten - Faculty Senate. Providing a meeting place where the
faculty and administration can
hash out their differences, the recently created Faculty Senate
should legislate many reform
measures next year. Discussion
of the grading system, academic
calendar and faculty evaluation
is now in progress. Next year's
Senate should generate a great
number of headline-making stories. The Trail should press for
having a reporter present at all
regular meetings of the Faculty
Senate because of the important
nature of decisions made at such
meetings. The first meeting in the
fall would be a good time to start.

SEN. WAYNE MORSE, seated between Dean Robert Bock
and Skip Grover, was the highlight of the lecture season at UPS.
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Trail Sfaff Awards

Tiede Examines Viet Nam Crisis
By Wffliam Reid
The Viet Cong are up against
the most formidable fighting
force in the history of the world
when they face the U.S. in Vietnam 123 days ago, the awardwinning Tiede assured the audience of ultimate American civtory in the war there.
"The V.C. are a rag-tag outfit,"
Tiede said. The Viet Cong are
poorly supplied and are motivated, for the most part, by "a bayonet in the back," he said.
Tiede confined his talk to descriptions of combat conditions in
Vietnam and tried to avoid political discussion of the war. How ever, he did say he felt that "the
people leading us are well in control . . . Lyndon Johnson wants
to end this war as much as anyone in the audience."
In discussing conditions on the
war front, Tiede spoke of natural hazards, such as leeches,
snakes, and malaria, and of the
dangers from the enemy, particularly booby-traps.
When asked about reported
shortages of equipment for U.S.
forces, Tiede said, "there is S.
shortage of strategic materials in
Vietnam." He stated that less
than 3000 American troops had
been killed in the war, "That's
a pretty good record . . - we've
given them (U.S. troops) the finest, most modern equipment money can buy."
Asked what effect recent demonstrations against the war had
on the troops he came in contact with, Tiede said, "The boys
over there react to the 'Vietniks'
negatively. A guy sees this
Vietnik with a beard and sandles
and he says, 'I'm a better - guy
than him.'"
Tiede also said that the peace
protests provokk many people in
the States to write troops in Vietnam expressing support. This,
Tiede said, was a great moral
UUULC1.

When asked if the adjustment
back to civilian life was difficult for a Vietnam veteran, Tiede
said, "Sure it is. When I got
home - - . and I was mowing the
lawn ...I'd find myself always
looking down at the ground for
booby-trap wires."
"We don't support them (the
Vietnam veterans) as much as we
should, he said. "We owe them
a little care. Don't go up to a
fellow just back from the war
and say, "what are you doing

over there? Did you kill anybody? Don't do that - he's not
a political analyst."
Tiede said the South Vietnamese regulars were tough fighters,
mainly because they had been
fighting all their lives. However,
they lack the discipline of the
American forces. Six thousand to
9000 South Vietnamese desert the
regular army every month, he
said.
Tiede said that only 40-45,000
of the 200-250,000 American
troops in Vietnam see action on
the front lines. The rest, he said,
are driving trucks or have other
support jobs.
Tiede was in the thick of action
against the Viet Cong several
times and flew about 10,000 miles
during the six months he spent
covering the war.

Aosved To Speak
Today's Chuckle
"Religion is Doing, Not Saying" purports Al Aosved, senior
philosophy major, scheduled to
highlight the year's final session
of University Chapel on May 19
at 10 am. in the Music Building.
"Take a look into a person's
life and you'll find that the way
he lives tells what he thinks about
life - or doesn't think about it."
The inspiration for Al's Chapel
talk comes from a reading and
conference course he has been
taking recently in which he looked at "religious experiencE
through the point of view of ths
mystic."
A pre-ministry student, he has
been involved with the Student
Christian Council, World University Service, work in the Tacoma
Community House, and as chairman of the Chapel Committee fot
the past year. The coming yeai
will find him entering Drew Theological School in Chicago.

The beer was dark and the
journalism yellow as the first annual Trail awards banquet took
place down at Pat's.

*

*

*

For his brilliant coverage of
BA&E, business reporter Davey
Jones was awarded a gigantic Alpha Kappa Psi pin dipped in 23karet gold. Thirty minutes later,
Jones was spotted coming out of
a Pacific Avenue pawn shop
loaded down with watches, guitars and 98 copies of a 1963
Trail.

*

*

*

Circulation manager Jim Cooke
received the News Tribune Paperboy Baggie for diligently facilitating the circulation of the
Trail, the Tattler, the Christian
Science Monitor, Governor Dan's
White Papers and copy reader
Roberta Glutz.

*

*

*

Editor F. Dennis Hale was
awarded the Silver Rabble-Rouser
Hat Pin for his scathing and
thought provoking editorial on
the possible harmful effects of
flouridation in vanilla pudding.

*

*

contained nothing but eight fullpage Coca-Cola ads, four of them
in color.

*

*

The Lewis Carroll I'm Late,
I'm Late, Save Me a Chair Guys
Award was to be presented to this
year's dilatory Associate Editor
Ed Adams. Unfortunately, Adams
didn't receive the award in person because he failed to show up
in time.

*

*

Seleet Your

*

Feature Editor Gracia Alkema
was unanimously voted this year's
Thomas Wolfe Dangling Participle Award for her remarkable
Artists and Lectures review two
months ago in which she deftly
managed to write 567 words without once using a verb.

*

*

at

N. D. Baker Co.
1702 Thcoi. Ave. So.
BR. 2-3227

Rent-N nio,Buy

*

Ace feature writer Adele Allen
was bestowed this year's Honors
for Honor's Sake Ribbon and was
made honorary member of the
Honors Program for her honorable analysis of the honorable
Honors Program here. Upon receiving this honor, she replied
honorably: "I'm honored."

*

*

Jerry Blank, this year's business manager, received the Brian,
Dunlap and Associates Madison
Avenue Is Fun Award for an industrious and inventive effort
earlier this month when he managed to get into publication a
complete issue of the Trail that

*

Central Board reporter Roy
Jacobson was unanimously bestowed the Jack Pile Memorable
Reward for the Year's Most Distinguished Slanted News Coverage of Student Government and
Associated Trivialities. With beer
in one hand and Circulation Assistant Maryanne Glutz in the
other, Jacobson exhibited his astonishing flair for verbosity and
continuity by spouting out a 50minute siantect acceptance speecn,

*

*

TONTS

Trail drama critic Mary Johnson received a Bronzed Sigmund
for her brilliant article manipulations in which she sneakily interjected no less than 59 Freudian
terms into a review of a play
which didn't have anything to do
with sex in the first place.

BARBER SHOP
TONY — RAY — KEN
Props.
3814 1/2 North 26th

-

Fast, Modern Dorm Service

North Proctor
Bowl

CHICKEN DEN

3806 N. 26th

Today's Chuckle

Delux Burgers, Fries, Chicken
Pizza, Shakes, Cold Drinks

FOR YOUR BOWLING
PARTIES

Prospective members for the
debate squad battled today with
a well-oiled veteran team led by
Sophist King Gorgan Ramblingon
over the issue of capital punishment.
With a beautifully manipulated
attack, the aspirants threw out an
extraordinarily convincing case
for the validity of the scaffold, but
they failed to overcome the veterans' superior rebuttal and were
taken out back and hung.

SK 2.5200

813 DIVISION

• FU
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WE ARE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
ONE OF TACOMA'S FINEST

At

LSJNDRY

-

Coin-Operated Cleaning and
Laundry stores

T E D'S
OIL SERVICE

—a

Plus
Beautiful professional Sanitone DryCleaning and Laundry
Shirts a specialtyl

Automatic Fill — Courteous Service
Budget Terms — Credit oh Approval

NEW ERA CLEANERS

Dmplete Automotive Service and Car Repairs

Free Pickup and Delivery Service

6th Ave. and Union . . SK. 9-4502

2621 No. Proctor St.

SK 9-350 1

LITSMUTAT

AFTER THE GAME....
AFTER THE DANCE....
ANYTIME!
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0000 PIACI TO SAT

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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CLOSED PERIOD: ACADEMIC NOSTALGIA?
By Ginny Burdick

specific purpose of closed period
should be made," and

What is a closed period? Is it
a time when social and academic
activity are kept to a minimum
to enable students to study for
finals, or is it a one-way valve
shutting off socal activity but allowing such academic tasks as
last-minute tests to continue?

2) "If the purpose is defined,
as previously, to 'give students
('very opportunity to prepare for
the semester examinations.' then
we feel that we have demonstrated the desire for the acceptihility
of a school policy restricting regular testing (other than finals)
during the period designated as
closed period.

Last spring semester, the Student Academic Affairs Committee, headed by Dennis Bakke,
tried through extensive facultystudent poiis to gain insight into
the real meaning of closed period.
The investigation was spurred
by the suggestion that regular
testing (other than final examinations) during closed period
hindered the students' preparation and performance on final
exams.
As background for his facultystudent poll, Bakke's committee
brought out the historical evolution of closed period.
In the 1954-55 UPS catalogue,
the policy was stated as: "The
last two weeks of each semester
have been designated as a closed
period for all social functions and
student activtities in order to give
the student every opportunity to
review for the semester examinations."
The policy was abbreviated in
the 1956-57 catalogue to its present form: "The last two weeks of
each semester have been designated as a closed period for all
social functions and student activities."
B a k k e and his committee,
through their investigations found
no reason for the omission of the
final clause. "In order to give the
student every opportunity to review for the semester examinations."
The insight gained through historical examination of closed period was greatly augmented by the
student-faculty poil conducted by
Bakke's committee.
Students were asked the question, "Do you feel that regular
testing (other than finals) during
closed period significantly hinders your performance on final
examinations?" Eighty-seven percent of the 161 students polled
agreed that there should be no
regular testing during finals.
The poll of 121 faculty memhers yielded similar results. The
faculty members were asked to
answer the following question
"yes" or "no": "Would you be
receptive to a policy of no regular testing (other than finals)
during closed period?" The results showed that 71.6% of the
121 faculty members polled were
in favor of "no regular testing
during closed period (other than
finals) ".
On the basis of the findings of
the student-faculty po1i, the Student Academic Affairs Com.rnittee
made several recommendations in
a report submitted to Dr. R.
Franklin Thompson and Dean
Robert Bock on November 10,
1965:
1) "A clear statement concerning closed period, including the

Upon receiving the committee's
recommendations, Dean Robert
Bock discussed them with the
Academic Senate. In a letter to
Pakke on December 14, Dean
Bock stated that the Academic
Senate has concluded that "the
closed period should be abolished
as soon as practicable."
The Senate based their decision
on the theory that responsibility
for the closed period should be
Placed on the individual students,
who "have within their power the
authority to insitute their own
closed period by rectricting social
and other activity during the week
before final examinations."
Bock did, however, ask the faculty's cooperation in the matter of
testing before finals. In a memo
to the faculty, he stated that "It
was the feeling of the Senate that
we should assist the student by
not unduly loading him with academic work during the week preceding final examinations." The
faculty was asked to cooperate
by:
"Not rescheduling final
(comprehensive) e x a m inations
prior to the scheduled time period," and
"Not assigning unanriounced papers, quizzes or sectional
(unit) examinations during the
same period."
It must be stressed, however,
that the faculty's cooperation on
the question of closed period is
requested, not demanded, in keeping with the principle of academic
freedom.
The policy for the present finals and closed period is summarized by Dennis Bakke: "Closed period is now in the hands of
the students and will probably
change very little in that the
Student Affairs Committee will
still restrict social activities, and
AWS will still control women's
dorm hours."

Financial Aid
Students presently attending
the university and receiving financial assistance have an opportunity to work on the campus
during the summer months, reports Lewis Dibble, director of
financial aid. Full-time or parttime employment will be made
available to those students who
have submitted a Parents' Confidential Statement applicable to
this academic year and received
either loan or scholarship assistance. Contact either the Undergraduate Placement Office in McIntyre Hall or the Office of Financial Aid for further information.

CR NEWS

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

By Roy Jacobson

A revision of the ASG Constitution was submitted to Central
Board by Judiciary Committee
this week which incorporates several changes from last year's constitution.
As the hoard members followed
along with their own copies, Judiciary representative Dick Wiley
ran through some of the proposed
changes.
Wiley said Judiciary hoped to
get their constitution ratified by
the student body next fall during
the Freshman Class elections, if
possible.

VP

/

Wiley also said Judiciary had
passed the constitution for the
new men's spirit group, the
"Choppers."
Cross Currents will be available Monday, May 23, according
to Rich Crow. Crow said there
had been several delays in printing, but that the magazine will
be out and will hopefully be distributed along with the Tamanawa.s.
Campus Faith Council announced their newly elected officers for next year. They are: John
Ortmeyer, president; Jon Enz,
vice president; Rhonnie Black,
secretary; and Roger Campbell,
treasurer.
In other action, Dick Wiley
was ratified as next year's judiciary representative and parliamentarian to CE.
Bill Brown, ASP president, attended the PSPA student body
officers convention in El Paso,
Texas, recently, and this week at
CB he passed around mimeographed copies of his '1966 PSPA
Evaluation."
The board members were handed copies of a proposed ASB
Budge for next year with the idea
that it be accepted now without
changes and taken home and
studied over the summer. The
members could then discuss a
new budget in the fall if the present one seemed unsatisfactory to
them. He said budget legislation is
needed now so that activities and
organizaitons that plan to be in
operation during the summer
could draw funds. The board approved of the idea, and the motion carried.
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HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS, Inc.
922 Commerce

p
Ricks Douglas Service
3401 Sixth Avenue

Open 24 Hours

Competitive Prices

MODERN
Cleaners
2309 SIXTH AVENUE

A

HI

Close to Campers
"Friend liest Brand in the West
All Car Repairs Exept
Transmissions
SK 9-9071

When you can't
afford to be dull,
Expert Workmanship

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR
2703

-

6th Avenue

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
AT DORMS

'--

Farley's
Flowers
"a good place to buy"

sharpen your wits
with NOD.OZ TM
N0DOz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NODoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality.., helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NODOZ.

SAFE AS COFFEE

1620-6th Ave.
MA. 7-7161

MA 7-1117

I:/yI77SIFE AS COFF(E
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IJIS Glovemen Clinch Division
rililk by Edging Vikings 4-3
By Jim Prouty
Jl'- scored twice in the eighth
oiling of the second game of a
double-header Saturday with the
Western Washington Vikings to
(apt ure the Western division ti- tle of t hi' l',ve rgrel'n Conference
h;isel)aI I league. The Loggers vie tory earned them the right to
play Eastern Washington in a
best of three game series in Bel ii ngham this weekend for the By( o championship.
The first game Saturday was
delayed twice because of rain.
'Flu' Loggers led I to 0 for the
first, four innings but then in the
to! ) of the fifth a pair of IJPS errors allowed Western two runs.
I n the seventh a LIPS error
allowed Western two runs. In the
sevi'nt h a UPS error opened the
door for another Viking talley.
'l'lu' Loggers managed to garner
one in their half of the seventh
hetore being set down. The 3-2
loss gave Western two victories in
he Logger six game series and a
(-bane)' to tie LIPS by winning
1he second game. Al Neeley went
tb' distance on the mound for
he Loggers in what ( 'oach Mc('i' calh'd one of the hest pitching performances this year.
'l'iw I ,oggers held a 2 to I
lead through the first tour innings
of the nightcap bit, the Vikings
scored once in the lilt h to tie it

up. In the seventh Western had
the bases loaded with two out
hut Tom Berg squelched the rally
by striking out the Viking batter.
I JPS loaded the hases in their
ha If of the seventh too but couldnt sco re. In Weste rn's ha If of the
eighth inning Arvell Bajema (lou1)11(1 and then score(l on Sam
Cal les' single to give Western the
3 to 2 lead in the extra inning.
With one out in the Logger
half of the eighth Rodger Merrick
singled. Randy Roberts then nearly end'd the game on a long fly
to left that the Viking left fielder
caught just in front, of the fence.
with two dead Dave Norrnile
worked the coo nt to 2 and 2. The
umpire (al led the next pitch a
ball and when the Viking pitcher
raced to the plate to argue the
call Mi'rrick stole second hase.
On the three-two pitch Normile
slammed a grounder to short that
went, through Al Russell's legs
and allowed Merrick to tie the
score. Mike Noah then went in
to run for Normile, who reached
second on the error. Logger centerfielder Gary FuIt,z then workI'd the Western pitcher to three
a nil t wo and popped a s-in g Ic over
be second baseman's head that
scored Noah on a ('lose PlaY at
the plate and gave UPS the title.
Tom Berg went the distance and
got the victory for the Loggers.

.1 )gger Sw.i Iii 111 C rs an (1 Basketballers
Face Tough Sche(IlJles in Future
I Jniversity of Pugi't Sound hasI't ball and swimming teams have
promising 1966-67 schedules as
Logger independence becomes a
reality at the "turn" of the year.
Coach Russ Wil kerson's hoopstt'rs will play in three December
tournaments to tipoff their season while Don Duncan's swimmers attempt an ambitious slate
of meets with Washington State,
Oregon State, Idaho and other
Northwest opponents.
Seven lettermen will return to
the F'n'ldhouse maples next year
plus the graduates of a l)romiSing
frosh team Highest hopes among
the ni('wcome rs are 6- 10 J im (Sup('rst retch) Stockham and 6-6 Gil
Hu(l(h('II. The bettermen returning
are Larry Smyth, Gary Birchler.
1)on Gustafson, Jeff Hale, Rodger
Merrick, Dave Normile. and Mike
Pipe.
,Joe Peyton, who started a year
ago but sat out last season because of a football injury, adds
one more name to the list of reIii rflees.
The swim team will be led by
national champion Lyndon Meredith, who took first place in the
100-yard backstroke at the NAIA
meet. Other letter winners who
return are Doug Hanna, Don Mc-

Millan, Ralph McEwen, Al Nordell, I)an Fender, Tad Rolfe, Bill
Sievers, and Rich Taylor.
llighlights of the swim season
will include a trip to California
for meets with Sacramento State
and t lie University of California
at Davis plus the national finals
at Buffalo, New York.
The basketball teani will he in
California nine (lays for tournaments in Los Angeles and San
Diego in December. Brightest
spot on the home schedule will be
the Daffodil Classic with the Loggers drawing Central State of
Ohio in the opening round. The
Ohio team won the NAIA championship last year with a 30-0 season.

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?'
See

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817 1/2 North 26th
All Work Guaranteed

BUDIL'S FLOWERS
"ESPECIALLY FOR YOU"

Coach Ryan Looks UPS All-Sports Banquet Huge
To 1966 Football
Success as 400 Persons Attend
Coach Bob Ryan and 27 returning lettermen are looking
ahead to September and the final
Evergreen Conference football
season for the Universit y of Puget Sound. Logger athletic teams
assume independent status effective -Jan. 1, 1967.
Emphasis will he placed upon
an improved offense in the 1966
season, according to Ryan whose
defensive unit led the Evergreen
Conference statistically last year.
Five all-conference performers,
all on the defensive unit, will provide the Logger nucleus. They are
two-time all-league tackle ,Jim DiStefano, end Don Brennan, guard
Al Neeley, linebacker ,Joe Roundy, and halfback Lou Smith.
Halfbacks Corky Diseth, Pat
Larkin, and Tom Lowe, quarterhacks Gary Fultz and Randy
Roberts, and ends ,Joe Peyton and
Smith are expected to holster the
offense. Peyton was side lined
most of the season with a hroken
leg after breaking nearly all Logger pass-catching records in his
first two seasons while Lowe,
Fultz, Roberts and Smith gained
valuable experience last year in
their frosh seasons. Diseth and
Larkin carried much of the load
as ball carriers throughout the
camp ign.
An ambitious recruiting program which is expected to net
LIPS its best group of frosh prosp)'cts in the history of the school
could enhance the outlook for the
fall season.
Although the football team failed to win in eight starts, all of
the contest,s were close and well
played. Three ties and a onepoint loss to Central Washington
stoud between UPS and a ''breakeven' season in Ryan's initial
year as head coach.

Past and present athletes were
the honored guests while many
prospective athletes looked on at
the UPS All-Sports Banquet in
the Student Center May 7.
Nearly 400 persons attended
the second annual affair including
students from several high schools
in Washington and Oregon who
are considering UPS for their
college education.
National swimming champion
Lyndon Meredith was honored
as Athlete of the Year by his
Logger mates, Joe Peyton received the John 1-leinrick Award
as Most Inspirational Athlete,
Skip Post was named Most Iml-nroved Athlete, and Corky Diseth received the Harry Werhisky
Memorial Award for sportsmanship and scholarship.
Ex-Loggers Warren Wood and
Bob Fi ncham we're named as

charter members of the Logger
Hall of Fame established by the
UPS Toppers, a booster organization of alumni and friends of the
university. Wood is the only Evergreen Conference football player ever to appear in the EastWest Shrine Game, where he
starred in 1949, and Fincham is
generally regarded as the greatest
basketball player in UPS history.
Other honors recognized at the
banquet inclunled inspiration
awards to Diseth in football, Howard Nagle in basketball, and
Doug Hanna in swimming. Nagle
and Andy Pazaruski were named
captains in basketball and football respectively and Jeff Hale
earned the Mahnkey Award for
scholarship. Hale earned a 4.0
grade point while playing both
football and basketball during fall
semester.

The 1966 schedule:
Sept. 17— at PU]
Sept. 24 - Central Washington
Oct. 1 - at Whitworth
Oct. 8 —Eastern Washington
Oct. 15 - Lewis & Clark
Oct. 22 - Oregon College
Oct. 29 - at Western Wash.
Nov. 5 - at Central Wash.
Nov. 12 - Whitworth

JOHN I'. HEINRICK-20 years director of health, physical education and athletics at the University of Puget Sound—announced this week he will run for the State Legislature in the
26th Disrtict. Running on the Democratic ticket, Heinrick will
oppose one of the two Republican incumbents - Tom Swayze
or Homer Humiston. Before coaching on the college level Hemrick taught political science at Bellarmine and Stadium High
School in Tacoma.

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

6th Ave. at Oakes

FU 3-4739
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UPS Student Art Exhibit Called
Season's 'Most Colorful Display'
Editor's Note: David Sarver,
Trail art reviewer and graduate
student, has a number of his
own sketches and paintings on
display at the student art
show.
By David Sarver
Perhaps the most colorful display of the season is found in the
pot pourri of art now showing at
Kittredge galleries. The annual
student exhibit represents at least
144 exhibitors in a great variety of
media. All available space has
been used to show examples of
drawings, oil paintings, water colors, prints, ceramics, jewelry, and
design work. Variety is shown in
each medium also, all the way
from objective, very elaborate, to
the far-out abstract.
It would be difficult to choose

PAGE SEVEN

The South Seas Wants You!
The Peace Corps recently
launched an intensive recruiting
campaign on college campuses to
seek volunteers for its newest
area of operation
the Pacific
islands which Magellan hailed as
"paradise."
The new program for the Trust
Territory of the Pacific (Micronesia) was announced by Peace
Corps Director Jack Vaughn, Secretary of the Interior Stewart
Udall and Ambassador to the
United Nations Arthur Goldberg.
World War II left paradise with
problems, they explained, and the
islanders have asked for Peace
Corps help to get ready for selfgovernment. The 2,141 mountaineous islands and sand atolls in
the West Pacific which comprise
Micronesia are now administered
by the U. S. Interior Department

ones favorite piece from the large
group, but there are several outstanding works giving evidence
that the students in the art department have been producing
this past year. The show seems
to have a slightly different flavor
this season from those of former
years. Several very interesting
pieces of jewelry, drawings from
small to large, from landscapes to
still life, seem to shout that this
is something new. One creative
design project portraying Bob
Dylen would seem to prove that
the post-war baby boom is now
on our campus.
No matter what the taste of the
viewer may he, he is sure to find
something satisfying in the exhibit, so all are invited to visit
Kittredge. Don't forget
there
is more upstairs!

under a United Nations mandate.
The accelerated program calls
for:
A first group of volunteers
to begin Peace Corps training in July in Hawaii and
arrive in Micronesia by October.
A second group to begin
training in October, also in
Hawaii, arriving in Micronesia in January, 1967.
Because of the special nature
of the program, the Peace Corps
has prepared a special application for the Trust Territory
and will notify all applicants
within 15 days whether or not
they qualify. The usual placement
test has been suspended.
Interest persons may write the
Peace Corps, Project Micronesia,
Washington, D.C. 20525.
-

-

-

-

J ime 5 Commencement Ceremony
Will Aevard 375 Students Diplomas
The Commencement ceremony
on June 5 at the UPS Fieldhouse
will formerly award the distinction of "graduate" to 375 UPS
students.
Featured speaker at the ceremony will be W. P. Gullander.
President of the National Association of Manufacturers and
father of graduating UPS senior Judy Gullander. Mr. Gullander will speak on "Decisions for
Freedom."
Another highlight of the program wil The the Adelphian Concert Choir under the direction
of Dr. Bruce Rodgers.

ing of the seniors into the Alumni Association will provide the
highlights.
At 8:00 p.m. the Adelphian
Concert Choir will close the second Commencement Reunion.
Who needs Milltown when you
have the UPS womb?

ME

No, Virginia, LSD is not a new
navy landing craft our boys are
using over there in Viet Nam.
Docile ASB presidents never
die, they just move into the administration where they belonged
all the time.

C
1,

The ceremony will begin at
2:30 p.m.
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson cxpressd'dl optimism about the newest graduating class: "We are
very proud of this graduating
class. It has distinguished itself
in many ways on this campus and
we know that as they graduate
and go out they will carry on
the same kind of leadership and
dedication that they have at the
University of Puget Sound."

Relax During

PIZZA HAVEN'S courteous, athletic-type Pizza Peddler drivers will
go to practically any height or depth to deliver piping hot pizza or
crisp Checkered Chick fried chicken.

Finals at

Our young "Soldiers of Fortune" accept your challenge to deliver
to unique and perilous places. But remember, we said "Free Delivery
Almost Anywhere.''
Wouldn't a mouth-watering pizza or a crisp piece of chicken taste
good right flow?

For Tacoma, North of Center Street call:

The Alumni, too, will be included in the graduation activities. On Saturday, June 4, a full
program has been planned for
the alums.
At 9:30 am., the alums will
register and reunite over coffee
and sweet rolls in the foyer of
McIntyre Hall. At 10 am., a
welcome by Dr. Thompson will
be followed by lectures by Dr.
Alcorn and Dr. Simonsen in McIntyre Hall Auditorium.
At 2:30 p.m., the alums will
have an opportunity to tour McIntyre Hall and other campus
buildings. They will receive a
special preview of the new
Science Complex at a tour stop
in the Music Building.
The traditional Alum-Senior
Banquet will take place at 6:00
p.m. in the Student Center. The
presentation of several awards to
outstanding seniors, the PUT
(Putting Husband Through)
awards, and the formal welcom-
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Are you having a party? Did acoup'e 0 f friends
drop in and the cupboards are bare? Hungry for
a midnight snack, or do you want to give the fam.
ily a delicious dining treat? CHECKERED CHICK
—tender, crisp, golden-brown deep-fried pieces of
chicken - is delivered piping hot or your money

back

. . .

in a matter of minutes. Each
Delivery onl y
regular $1.49

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER

At Point Defiance

Four big, plump pieces of fried chicken, generous
serving of our famous PIZZA HAVEN spaghefti,
and hot garlic bread.
Delivery Hours: Sun.'Thurs. 4-12
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Military Manpower Up,
Defer ents Tightened
Increased demands for military
manpower will make student
draft deferments harder to get
after this summer, according to
recent announcements from Selective Service headquarters.
In recent years local draft
hoards have usually granted deferments if a student was making
"full-time normal progress" toward his degree. This basic principle will continue to apply. In
addition, new information will
now be used in continuing a student's deferment into the 1966-67
academic year.
The Selective Service Qualification Test will be given Friday, June 24. Students must
apply before June 1 if they
wish to take the June 24 test.
Forms for taking the test are
available in the UPS Registrar's office or from any draft
board. Make-up tests will be
offered in late September or
October. If for any reason a
student can't take a test he has
signed up for he must contact
the Chicago testing service and
request a new date. Only the
Selective Service may release
the scores.
The local boards are not obli-

gated to defer any student. After
July their decisions will be based
in part on the following:
At the beginning of each fall
term the student's school certifies
that he is enrolled in a full-time
course of instruction leading to a
degree.
At the end of his first year
the student must rank scholastically in the upper one-half of the
male members of his class, or
have attained a score of 70 or
more on the Selective Service
Qualification Test. (This test will
he administered only once to any
student.)
After two years work the student must rank in the upper twothirds of his class or have a score
of 70 or more on the qualification
test.
At the end of his third year
he must rank in the upper threefourths of his class or have a test
score of 70 or more.

After four years work it is
normally assumed that the student has earned a degree. Therefore he is ready to serve his military obligation.
In the case of a student whose
degree program requires more
than four years, continued defer-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

rnent will depend on his having
ranked in the upper three-f ourlhs

of his fourth-year class or having
a test score of 70 or more.
6. A student who plans to go on
to graduate school must have
ranked in the upper one-fourth

of his class in his last undergraduate year, or have attained a
score of 80 or more on the qualification test.
Once in graduate school, the
student may be allowed a maximum of two years of full-time
study for a master's degree, and
three years beyond that for a doctorate.
The college student who meets
these criteria may be deferred
from military service for the purpose of getting his education, but
is not exempted from his obligation to serve. If he has been deferred as a student, the age limit
on a man's service obligation is
extended from 26 to 35.
It is the responsibiilty of the
student to keep his local board informed at all times regarding his
status. Any student wishing a
draft deferment must initiate the
request himself; the college or
university can do no more than
certify to the facts in his case.
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Geniusat Work? No...But...

YOuR FLIP II)E?
Jay and The Americans
have a hit on both
sides of their new album,
"Sunday and Me".

You can match that with a
Paris Reversible Belt.
The Paris Blazer
Stripe Reversible has
a wild stripe on one
side that you can cool
to split cowhide with
one twist of the swivel
buckle. $4.00. The Paris
Reversible Buckle Belt
goes from brown to black
with just the flip of its
buckle. $4.00.
You'll flip for these new
Paris belts because
they flip f or you.

Brad Doyle, a sophomore at Seattle University, reads over
4500 words per minute with better comprehension and
recall The average college students read 300 wpm. Brad
raised his grade point in 3 months, and he reads a book a
day besides his normal study reading. He took the EVELYN
WOOD READING DYNAMICS course, which is a 1 three
hour class per week for 8 weeks.
Over 200,000 graduates, including legislators doctors,
scientists,, educators, and students, have increased their
reading speed from 3 to 10 times, and many go much
higher. They are convinced the WOOD reading method is
the most significant educational breakthrough since the
printed page.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We guarantee to increase your reading
speed 3 times with equal or better comprehension or refund your tuition.

IiIN:III !I"s

Aniobie t thew mnps stores,

ENROLL NOW FOR SUMMER CLASSES
Call MA 3-1563 for free booklet and class schedule or write:

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute
504 Fourth and Pike Building
Seattle, Washington 98101
"Become one of the world's fastest readers."
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CHIME COMBO SWINGS AT SUNDAY-AT-TEN

By Steve Perry
It all started one day three years ago when I was a
freshman at the University of Puget Sound. I was calmly
walking out of the library when the bells chimed the hour.
It took not more than an instant before my complete attention was firmly rivetted upon this rather mundane phenomenon. I noticed a singularly peculiar quality in the tone oi
the chimes; they were not bells at all but were electronically
produced! Subsequent investigations revealed four bullhorn
speakers affixed to the roof of the library.
"Steve," I said to myself, for
truly that was my name, "that
system is begging to be sabotaged." It was not more than a week
later that I met one B. Patrick
O'Connor at my weekly Naval
Reserve meeting. We discovered
that we both went to UPS and
had made the same observation
regarding the belitower. We made
a vow then and there to someday
introduce our own sounds into
the tower. We had several plus
marks on our side before we started; he was training to be an electronics technician, I a sonarman,
also electronically oriented. Pat
was an ardent stereo bug. With
this basis to work on he commenced to investigate the system.
Our first discovery was that the
speakers were the only segment of
the system located at the library,
Where was the rest of the system?
We knew that there were amplifiers and reproduction facilities
somewhere along with a keyboard
for the chapel preludes on Thursdays. At this point our membership in the band began to play
off. Glorious was the day we
went to hear a recital in the auditorium of the Music Building,
Upon finding no seats on the main
floor we went to 'the second floor
to get into the balcony. As we
passed by room 201 we happened
to glance in the window and lo
and behold, there it was! The
corillon console, the "player piano" machine and monitor speaker.

left with two ends of a system
with no middle. All we needed
was a way to make ends meet!
It was not until this year and
the addition of a third member
to our project, Rocky Smith,
that we found the answer. Rock
has had extensive experience in
radio and communications and
with his encouragement we started again where we had left off.
We then realized that the cable
from the carillon system went up
through the ceiling instead of
down through the floor. We decided to see what was above. Tmagine our surprise when we opened what we had previously thought
to be a utility room and found
our 'missing link'. We stood there
pointing and stammering, "That's
it! That's it!! We own the bells!"
On top of one of the amplifier
cabinets were several large mailing envelopes containing the cornplete circuit diagrams for the bell
system. These were removed,
memorized and replaced. Armed
with the knowledge of the circuitry of the system, we designed a
method of connecting a tape recorder to the booster amplifier
which feeds two 300 watt hi-fi
power amplifiers which in turn
drive the four speakers at the
library. No altering of the normal
wiring or normal functions of the
system was necessary. I'm sorry,
Prof. Lindley, we did not use a
phonogfaph and records; that's
rather crude. We had designed a
highly refined and reliable meth-

od for our sound reproduction
which did not require our presence during our magnificent achievement in sound.
Dr. Rodgers helped us again by
providing ready accessibility to
the music department's Sony
four-track stereo tape recorder.
Of course, he didn't know it! We
programmed a tape using sound
effects and "canned" voices to
last seven minutes. This was prefaced with one hour of blank tape
reversed so that the plastic back
of the tape was against the pickup head, thus insuring complete
silence while we made good our
alibies.
The system was assembled the
afternoon of the sabotage, and
"all systems were go" at three
o'clock in the afternoon. The only
operation that now had to be performed was to plug in the recorder and turn on the amplifier, an
operation requiring all of 15 seconds. Another stroke of luck
came our way the day of the operation. The orchestra, rehearsing for an upcoming concert, provided Pat and me not only with
an alibi but put us in the building as well. At 8:45 the orchestra
adjourned for a fifteen-minute
break. At 8:57, while I guzzled
coffee and ate a pound of cookies
in my nervousness, Pat plugged
in the recorder and began the
countdown. Rock was alerted and
the longest hour in our college
careers began. At precisely 9: 57
a voice issued forth from the library and the rest is history.
In spite of our clever planning
and careful execution, we overlooked one important fact: who
else is capable of doing such a
thing? (No conceit intended.) In
less than fifteen minutes the
blame was properly placed by Dr.
Thompson, without whose brilliant deduction we would have
slipped into obscurity to gloat
over our achievement in sound.

Foolish Radicals Husband A ir Plants
An urge to be different can be creative, but
she'll expect the traditional ring. Paying cash
is an ideal way. However, credit is perfectly acceptable. And at Weisfield's, it is especially so
for students of promise.
SPL'

our big s('leetion of bridal s'ts.
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The next problem that faced
us was that of entry into the locked room 201. We were stymied. It
was not possible to proceed with
our operation until the following
year.
During our sophomore year the
next piece fell into place in our
belltower puzzle. One night while
doing a recording job for Dr.
Rodgers, the master key fell into
Pat's sweating little hands. By
the time Pat got to me he could
barely gasp out, "I got it, I
I . . . got it."
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We now had entry into 201, but
much to our dismay there were
neither amplifiers nor automatic
hour ringing devices. We were

Whittaker's
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"You got what?"
"Th ... The key!"
It took about five minutes to
have a duplicate made. We floated around campus for a week at
least before we calmed down
enough to try out our little erasure and did it work!? How many
people have access to the linen
closets in the lavatories of the
Music Building? (Oh, Dr. Rodgers, did you know that the key to
room 32 also opens your office?)
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Review
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The Berkeley Student Revolt'

Editor's note: The following book review was sent to next year's
editor, Roy Jacobson, with the suggestion that book reviews be run
weekly in the Trail. The review is well done and I am sure that Mr.
Jacobson will consider the suggestion.

By Janet G. Fox
The Berkeley Student Revolt, Facts and Interpretations,
edited by Seymour Martin Lipset and Sheldon S. Wolin, two
professors at the California university, and published by
Doubleday and Company, is an anatomy of a revolution.
Compiled right after the eruption of the Berkeley volcano
during the semester of 1964-65, the book contains a variety
of broadsides and articles relating to the struggle, and it
attempts to give the reader a feeling of what the struggle was
like and how various significant persons and groups felt
about it.
The first article in the Revolt is by one of the editors,
Professor Lipset. He gives a summary of the results of student political agitation in various countries and othen suggests the conditions that tend to make universities the scene
of such agitation. According to him, student mass protests
were the cause of the fall of the Syngman Rhee rule in Korea
in 1960, and in the same year they forced President Eisenhower to cancel his trip to Japan. They helped to topple the
governments in South Vietnam, Bolivia, and the Sudan in
1964 and they have kept the governments of many countries
in Latin America, Asia, and Africa unstable. While it was
allowed to be published, a student newspaper was one of the
weapons of the Polish rebellion. As this summary continues
one begins to realize how much students acting in concert
can do.
Analyzing why students are more apt to hold political
and social demonstrations than other groups, Professor Lipset points out, among other things, that they are often not
held responsible for what they do, so that they can safely
be violent in situations where other people would be punished for violence, and that they are idealistic and, unlike most
persons, are not so involved in society's institutions that
they are afraid to attack society. Furthermore, he states,
young people in colleges and universities are uncertain of
their future, which makes them especially susceptible to the
spell of the reformers. (This last, incidently, is in agreement
with some ideas of the social theorist Eric Hoffer about mass
movements.) After reading the professor's run-down on why
students tend to demonstrate, which is also unintentionally
a run-down on why it is easier for them to do so than it is
for others, I have the definite feeling that the time in college
provides the best opportunity many people will ever have to
change a little bit of the world.
One of the pieces in The Revolt is a detailed chronology
of the Berkeley conflict by the editors of the California
Monthly. Following the day-by-day mechanics of a "battle"
fought, at least on one side, with passive resistance, one
grasps the power of this tool of persuasion with a bright-light
immediacy that cannot be had by merely knowing the results
of such a battle, no matter how successful it was. Students
holding administrators in their offices for hours by packing
the doorway and hallway with their bodies; students filling
the corridors of a building so that it takes twelve hours to
arrest them all and close the building; students keeping a police car immobile for thirty-two hours by standing and sitting
all around it. All this was done without violence. (Only once
did a demonstration turn into a riot, and then it was a very
short riot, with nobody seriously injured.) During the dispute the students' demands evolved from the relatively mild
one for freedom on campus to urge their compeers to join
and support off-campus social and political activities to the
brashly impudent demand for all the freedom of speech on
campus guaranteed to U.S. citizens by the Constitution, and
even while the administrators were stating that the demonstrations for these demands were useless, they were granting
many of them. When I first started reading this chronology,
I rather expected it to be dry and dull, but I found it one

of the most absorbing articles in the book!
One of the broadsides is A Letter to Undergraduates,
written by a graduate of Berkeley and published by a campus
newspaper; this is the document that focused student discontent and anger into an explosion. The letter is shrill and
melodramatic. It uses the shallow typographical trick of
putting whole paragraphs into capitals. It employs vulgarity
merely for its shock value. Its attacks of certain things are
childish. Its criticisms of the universities are trite (factory
education, etc.). All in all it is blatant, rabble-rousing propaganda. And it is damn effective. The student who reads it
and does not feel the need to go forth and create at least a
little havoc upon established idiocies has a soul as dead as
that of a bureaucrat.
There are about thirty other articles and documents in
The Revolt, and they are understantable and exciting when
they are read as individual pieces, as well as when they are
read as a group. Many of them are statements of the positions of the demonstrators, the anti-demonstrators, the faculty, and the administration. Some are by informed outsiders,
and some are by social scientists who conducted surveys during the crisis. The book, in other words, does what the editors
meant it to do; it touches upon almost every aspect and implication of the dissension. I recommend it highly to all psy chologist, socioligsts and ordinary people interested in human
nature, and student revolutionaries.

NEW JOURNALISM PROGRAM
PLANNED FOR NEXT FALL
A strengthened program in
communications is under consideration for next fall, Dean Robert
H. Bock has announced. If approved by the faculty, which has
final say in such matters, several
important changes will be made.
Actually it is not customary to
announce proposed curriculum
changes before action by the curriculum committee and the faculty. It is being done in this case to
aid students in making their fall
plans, the dean said.
Presuming the faculty approves, a total of seven courses might
be offered in communications during the 1966-67 academic year.
Under this revision, the journalism and communications courses now in the catalog would be
consolidated under the School of
Business Administration and Economics. Journalism has in the
past been part of the Department
of English.
Communications would first be
offered as a minor of 15 hours for
university students in general and
as an area specialization in the
new curriculum in Business Administration and Economics. Eventually, a major might be proposed to the curriculum committee of the faculty.
Courses which may be offered
next fall include: 201, Mass Communications: Introduction (being
a new course, it would be subject
to approval of the curriculum
committee); 209, Newswriting;
210, News Editing; 314, Business
Communications; 317, Advanced
Newswriting; 324, Advertising,
and 370, History and Organization of Mass Communications.
These courses would be taught
by Asst. Profs. William R. Lindley and William G. Orthman,
both with extensive careers in
communications. T h e y would

prepare students for careers in
news reporting and editing, specialized nonfiction writing, advertising, and initial assignments in
public relations.
Students wishing to be informed of final faculty action on communications may leave a self-addressed envelope in the journalism mail box in J13.

$900 yr. Intl opty for menwomen
willing to travel. Assignment to
suit individual. Ing pgm. Contact:
Peace Corps,. Wash., D.C. 20525.

It's a Gas, Man!
Rivers Charms
UPS Swingers
By Jim Cooke
It was a Thursday night and
it was out of sight. The UPS
Fieldhouse took on shades of the
old Spanish Castle as the Artist
and Lecture series stooping to
an all-time low, presented Johnny
Rivers and Don and the Good
Times.
A packed house listened and
wailed to the sound of Don and
the Good Times, whose music,
in beat and tempo, is rivaled only
by the sound of my Granfather digesting his lunch. In short, Don
and the Good Times played music
and music lost.
After three songs the crowd
became uneasy, there was mumbling in the ranks and people
glanced impatiently at their
watches. I could tell the scholars were getting restless. "nough
of this kid's music," I heard one
person say. "We want someone
who plays our kind of music. We
want Johnny Rivers."
Suddenly I saw a figure step
onto the dimly lit stage. Could
it be? Yes it was. The king,
Johnny Rivers. A hush spread
over the audience as the twang of
his guitar echoed through the
fieldhouse. Five thousand intellectual eyes stared transfixed at the
glare of his shiny black guitar.
Five thousand scholarly ears
strained to decipher the gutteral
sounds which poured from the
speakers.
Hands clapped, arms moved,
heart beats fluttered and respiration became irregular as the UPS
family of scholars slowly became
a collection of swingers. Yeah,
yeah, yeah.
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Dubious Achievemennts Recorded on Film
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